Performance analysis of a spring-tooth drum pickup of straw baler via coupling simulation
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Abstract: In order to solve the problem of poor working performance due to incidental picking-up loss of a spring-tooth drum pickup, the coupling analysis approach of Automated Dynamic Analysis of Mechanical Systems (ADAMS) and Discrete Element Method (DEM) was proposed to reveal its motion characteristics. The coupled ADAMS-DEM method was used to construct the pickup simulation model with rice straw as the object. The validation tests were carried out in the field with different operating forwards speed and straw coverages. The results showed that when the baler worked with a rake, the straw loss rate tended to rise with the increase of the operating speed and the straw coverage. Tests results indicated periodic peaks and valleys of the forces between the rollers and the track chute, which could increase the wear of the track chute. In addition, the movement and variation of the straw and the distribution of different straw lengths after picking up were analyzed. The research results can provide a reference for the design and optimization of a pickup in the later period.
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1 Introduction

Straw baling and collection with a baler after crop harvest, which is then processed into an energy source, has become the mainstream in straw treatment. The amount of straw produced globally is about 200 million t/year[1,2], and the traditional disposal mainstream in straw treatment. The amount of straw produced which is then processed into an energy source, has become the design theory research. Email: lianhao8002@126.com; jiangyongcheng@126.com; research interest: intelligent detection and control technology research, Email: lianhao8002@126.com; Junwei Qin, PhD, research interest: modern agricultural equipment design and theory research, College of Engineering, Anhui Agricultural University, Hefei 230036, China. Tel: +86-13966658997, Email: lqchen@ahau.edu.cn.

As a key component common to both round and square balers, the pickup performance directly affects the quality of baling operation. For a baler pickup, a series of studies have been conducted by domestic and foreign scholars. Tang et al.[1] conducted a theoretical analysis on the motion process of the spring teeth and determined the working parameters of the picking-up device, using a graphical method in the design of the baler. Ding et al.[2] abstracted the mechanical structure of the picking-up device into a mechanical model, and deduced a set of theoretical design methods suitable for the picking-up device by means of mathematical analysis. Yu et al.[3,4] explored the effects of drum speed and forward speed of a pickup and moisture content of forage on the picking-up performance using bench tests. In addition, some scholars optimized the key components of the picking-up device with ADAMS, and the optimized parts were verified by a bench test[5,6]. It can thus be seen that although a series of studies have been conducted on the pickup, most of them focused on the optimization of the pickup performance through theoretical analyses or bench tests.

Although quite a few scholars have made certain progress in the research of picking-up devices, there are still some limitations: 1) The studies were more concerned about an original stubble field, and straw coverages were rather comprehensive. However, with the rapid development of mechanization, straw balers are mostly used together with rakes, thus different from the condition of an original stubble land; 2) The research methods were relatively singular and much more attention was paid to the optimization of the operation performance of the pickup. There are few reports on the research into the motion state and change pattern of straw during the operation of a pickup.

In recent years, as the computer technology develops rapidly, the discrete element method has been widely used, especially in the field of agriculture[7,8]. The feasibility and effectiveness of such a research method, in which the discrete element method is
employed to simulate crop straw, has already been demonstrated. For example, Zhao et al.\cite{21} used discrete element simulation to construct a straw model, followed by a simulation analysis on the feeding device of the baler. Wang et al.\cite{22} studied the interaction between the cutter and the straw by using the discrete element method. In addition, Lei et al.\cite{23} used computational fluid dynamics (CFD)-DEM coupling method to simulate the motion state of wheat particles under airflow blowing. Ma et al.\cite{24} applied ADAMS-DEM coupling simulation method to study the motion process of agricultural particles in a variable amplitude dynamic sieve. Su et al.\cite{25} conducted a study on the impact energy absorption and attachment of a space robot bionic buffer system through the ADAMS-DEM coupling simulation. The above results show that DEM software has been widely used in agricultural research, and coupling simulation tests facilitated with DEM and other software have been verified in related fields.

The main work of this study is as follows: Section 2 describes the basis of establishing the model of straw mulching in the field, the establishment of the coupling simulation model of the pickup and the test method, which verifies the accuracy of the model. Section 3 mainly analyzes the movement characteristics of straw, the change law of picking loss rate and the force on the track slot, and puts forward the corresponding optimization scheme. Section 4 draws the conclusions of this study. The research method and results can provide a reference for the design and optimization of high-efficiency, high-speed baler pickups.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Working principle of a pickup and operation analysis

Figure 1 shows the supporting equipment for baler operation. In order to improve the efficiency of the baler operation, the straw is gathered by a rake in the field before the operation to form windrows suitable for baling, a practice that has become a dominant treatment. According to the survey into the market and baler manufacturers, it has been found that in the actual field operation, the rotating speed of a pickup is relatively fixed, and its forward speed can be adjusted to straw quantity in the field. The traction speed of the mainstream balers in the field is generally 4-6 km/h, and the working speed of a pickup is 287 r/min.

As an important component in the baling operation, a spring-tooth drum pickup is mainly used to pick up and lift the straw scattered in the field and transport it to the feeding machinery. Its structure is shown in Figure 2, in which \( S_0 \) to \( S_8 \) represent the motion of the tooth tone at different moments, and the motion trajectory of the tooth tone is depicted by the blue line in Figure 2.

![Figure 1](image-url)  
**Figure 1** Supporting tools for baling operation

![Figure 2](image-url)  
**Figure 2** Trajectory of spring tooth in pickup

It can be seen from Figure 2 that point \( A \) is the intersection point of the trajectories of the two adjacent rows of spring-tooth tines, while \( B \) and \( C \) are the lowest points of the two adjacent tooth tines in the movement process. The closed shadow area \( ABC \) in Figure 2 is the area that cannot be covered by the tines in the working process, which is called the picking-up leakage area, and the leakage area is thus calculated as follows:\cite{14}:

\[
y_b = f(x) = \begin{cases} 
    x - v_w \
    Z\omega 
\end{cases}
\]

Then, the trajectory equation of the lines of adjacent spring teeth can be set accordingly:

\[
y_b = f(x) = \begin{cases} 
    x - v_w \
    Z\omega 
\end{cases}
\]

Thus, the leakage area \( S \) is obtained as follows:

\[
S = \frac{1}{2} \left( X_A - X_C \right) \left( y_C - y_B \right)
\]

\[
X_b = X_c - \frac{v_w}{Z\omega}
\]

where, \( v_w \) is the forward speed, m/s; \( Z \) is the number of tooth bars; \( \omega \) is the rotating speed of the drum, rad/s; \( y_b \) is the vertical displacement of adjacent spring tooth tines, m; \( X_A, X_B, X_C \) are the horizontal coordinate of points \( A, B, C \), m; \( y_c \) is the vertical coordinate when the tooth tone is at the lowest point, m.

2.2 Establishment of discrete element straw coverage model

In the experiment, rice straw was chosen as the research object. To improve the accuracy of the simulation, the amount and length of rice straw cover were measured after crushing and throwing by the harvester. A sampling frame of 1 m×1 m was used to randomly select three groups for measurement, and the mean value of straw coverage was 0.65 kg/m². The rice straws were divided
into five different length intervals of ≤70 mm, >70-150 mm, >150-230 mm, >230-310 mm, and >310 mm, respectively. The mass distribution of different straw length straws is shown in Figure 3. In the simulation, the above five interval lengths of rice straw were set to be 45 mm, 110 mm, 190 mm, 270 mm, and 350 mm, respectively.

Figure 3 Mass distribution of the straw with different intervals

Combined with the operating efficiency of the computer, the currently popular Hertz-Mindlin particle contact model was chosen. Its characteristic is that it can build particle models more quickly and accurately, which has been successfully applied in related studies[26,27]. The contact relationship of the particles is shown in Figure 4. The methodological calculation of the variables of interest is shown below. The general force and damping force are calculated as following equations:

\[ F_n = \frac{4}{3}E^k\sqrt{R^k}\delta_n^{3/2} \]  
\[ F'_n = -\frac{5}{6}R^kS_n^m\delta_n^{\nu_{rel}} \]

where, \( F_n \) is the general force, N; \( F'_n \) is the damping force, N; \( E^k \) is Young’s modulus, GPa; \( R^k \) is the equivalent radius, m; \( \delta_n \) is the general overlap, m; \( \beta \) is termed the angle of rolling resistance, (°). \( S_n \) is general stiffness, N/m; \( m^i \) is the mass, kg; \( \nu_{rel} \) refers to the normal component of relative velocity between particles \( i \) and \( j \), m/s.

Tangential force \( F_t \) and tangential damping force \( F'_t \) are calculated as below:

\[ F_t = -S_t\delta_t \]  
\[ F'_t = -\frac{5}{6}R^kS_t^m\nu_{rel}^{\nu_{rel}} \]

where, \( S_t \) is the tangential stiffness, N/m; \( \delta_t \) is the tangential overlap, m; \( \nu_{rel}^{\nu_{rel}} \) is the tangential component of the relative velocity between particles \( i \) and \( j \), m/s.

\[ S_t = 8G^k\sqrt{R^k}\delta_t \]

2.3 Establishment of pickup coupling model

2.3.1 Model establishment

In order to reduce the complexity of the model and improve the simulation ability of the computer, CATIA software was used to build a simulation model of the pickup, which was saved in a .stp format. The structural parameters of the key components of the pickup were used in the simulation and are listed in Table 1.

Table 1 Structural parameters of the spring-tooth drum pickup

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crank length/mm</td>
<td>760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base radius/mm</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of spring-tooth bars</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of spring tooth/mm</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of spring teeth</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Before carrying out the simulation, the script file for the co-simulation topology of ADAMS and DEM needs to be configured so that the data transfer between ADAMS and DEM can be established. The versions of the software selected for this study were ADAMS2019 and DEM2018. Import the simplified pickup model into the two software respectively, and set up the reference Figure 5. The material property parameters and the parameters of mutual contact are referred to in the previous studies[21,28,29].

As shown in Figure 6, the motion attributes of each component were set in ADAMS, with the rotating speed set to 287 r/min. In addition, importing straw roller and the straw chamber into the DEM, and select the Hert-Mindlin no slipping model. The size of the soil trough model was set to 10 000 m (Length)×1500 m (Width)×150 mm (Height), that of particle factory was set to 6000 mm (Length)×860 mm (Width), and the straw coverage model was established with reference to actual measured values. The forward speed was set by the relative movement of the soil trough, and the total simulation time was set to 8 s so that the rice straw could be generated within 1.0 s, and the pickup could start to move after 1.0 s. Figures 6 and 7 show the coupled model using ADAMS and DEM.
A generally consistent trend was observed in the results, with relative error values within 3.04% for the straw loss rate under different conditions. The sources of errors are mainly the parameter errors and random errors during the test, which are within the allowed range and verify the accuracy of the coupling simulation.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Analysis of the picking-up motion process

Figure 10 shows the changes of straw motion state at different times under the action of the pickup. In this study, such a small area of straw directly in front of the pickup as the red one marked in Figure 10 was randomly selected, and this area was defined as a “straw block”. In order to clearly observe the process of “straw block” change, the pickup is shown in a side sectional view, with the straw roller concealed. From Figure 10, it can be seen that under the action of the pickup, the “straw block” mainly goes through four states: squeezing, towing, picking, and collecting. The states and motion characteristics of the straw at different moments are as follows:

1) Initial state: the “straw block” is comparatively loose, and the upper surface of the straw coverage layer is rather flat (2.0 s).
2) Squeezing state: The “straw block” is deformed, and the upper straw begins to slip forward (2.1 s).
3) Towing state: As the pickup continues to advance, the “straw block” becomes loose and disordered. The increase of straw slippage in the upper layer results in the superimposition, forming a “straw pile”, which tends to move upward under the drag of the straw that has been picked up. At this stage, the spring teeth have not been in contact with straw in the “straw block” (2.2 s).
4) Pick-up state: As the pickup moves forward, the “straw pile” and the spring teeth begin to interact, and the “straw pile” gradually spreads out under the action of the pickup, forming a “straw flow”, which continues to move backward under the action of the teeth (2.3 s).
5) Collection state: Under the action of the teeth, the “straw flow” gradually disperses and is thrown into the straw chamber at the rear (2.5 s).
6) End state: The pickup completes the picking up of the “straw block”, which then falls into the straw chamber (2.8 s).

Through the above analysis of the whole motion process of the “straw block” under the action of the teeth, it can be concluded that the “straw block” mainly undergoes the state changes of squeezing, towing, picking, and collecting, among which towing and picking are the key ones to determine whether the straw can be successfully picked up. The interaction between the straw and the pickup can be increased by adjusting the structure of the straw pressing roller so that the picking-up rate can be improved.

3.2 Analysis of pickup operational performance

3.2.1 Analysis of picking-up loss rate

Under the conditions of different forward speeds and straw coverage, which obtain the straw loss rate of results are shown in Figure 11. When the straw coverage was 0.65 kg/m², the change in straw loss rate was relatively small as the machine forward speed increased, indicating that, with a small straw coverage and at an allowable forward speed, the picking-up effect on straw would be much desirable. It can be observed in Figure 11 that when the straw coverage was set to 3.25 kg/m² and 4.33 kg/m², the picking-up loss rate gradually went up with the increase of the forward speed. That may be due to the fact that the frequency of
the ring buckle formed by the rotation of the teeth in the process of acceleration remained unchanged, which led to the enlargement of the leakage area, thus increasing the picking-up loss rate. In addition, it was also possible that the enlargement of the straw coverage might increase the straw accumulation in the feeding area formed by the pickup and the pressure roller, while tooth movement was unable to convey the straw backward in time, thus resulting in the overflowing from both sides of the feeding area or the continuous piling-up in front of the machine. Consequently, the straw was moved to the top of the roller, which may lead to congestion in picking up, increasing the loss rate and impairing the working efficiency. It can also be observed from Figure 10 that the accumulation of straw in front of the pickup was gradually increasing, as it continued its advance.

![Image](image1.png)

**Figure 10** Movement changes of “straw block” at different times

![Image](image2.png)

**Figure 11** Test results of pickup loss rate

3.2.2 Length distribution in straw loss

To further analyze the mass changes of different lengths of straw after the operation. The mass distribution of straw lengths remaining was calculated after the operation at different forward speeds by putting the straw cover at 3.25 kg/m² and 4.33 kg/m², and the results are shown in Figure 12. Since straws ≤70 mm in length are not taken into account in the loss rate calculation, the straws in this interval are not analyzed in the straw length mass distribution.

![Image](image3.png)

**Figure 12** Length distribution in straw loss after operation at different forward speeds.

It can be seen from Figure 12 that the trends of the mass distribution of straw in different length intervals were, by and large, the same for different operating speeds and straw coverages, which were closely related to the mass distribution of original straw lengths. However, as the forward speed gradually went up, the amplitude variation of each working condition gradually increased, too. It is obvious that for the straw in the length of 70-150 mm, with an increase in forward speed, the leakage rate gradually reduced, much close to the distribution ratio before operation. This may be due to the increase of the operating speed, the accumulation of straw in front of the pickup gradually built up under the condition of the same straw coverage, causing an obvious squeezing effect between straw and a higher accumulation density in front. For the straw in shorter lengths, a high packing density could reduce the probability of being missed by the “screening” action of the teeth, which was more conducive to being picked up.

In Figure 12, when comparing the straw length-mass distribution after two different coverage operations, it can be found that the coverage of 4.33 kg/m² had a greater variation than that of 3.25 kg/m² under the same forward speed, and the straw mass distributions in different length intervals were much closer than...
those before the operation. For the straw in a length greater than 150 mm, no obvious pattern of changes was founded in the operating speed and the straw coverage when it came to the leakage of the straw in different interval lengths.

Except for about 4600 N, 5500 N, and 7000 N respectively under the straw maximum acting force between the roller and the track chute was force tended to rise with the increase of the straw coverage. The constant forward speed and different straw coverages, the acting force change between "Roller 1" and the track chute under different straw coverages, the force change was observed, and the result is shown in Figure 13.

In order to observe the force change between the roller and the track chute under different straw coverages, the force change between “Roller 1” and the track chute under different straw coverage conditions were selected in the post-processing of ADAMS, and the result is shown in Figure 13.

From Figure 13, it can be seen that under the conditions of constant forward speed and different straw coverages, the acting force between the roller and the track chute changed periodically, with intermittent peaks and valleys generated. On the whole, the force tended to rise with the increase of the straw coverage. The maximum acting force between the roller and the track chute was about 4600 N, 5500 N, and 7000 N respectively under the straw coverages of 0.65 kg/m², 3.25 kg/m², and 4.33 kg/m². Except for the peak value, the force between the roller and the track chute was slightly but obviously higher than that under other coverage conditions, in which the force in most periods was less than 500 N, and showed a gradual growth with the increase of speed.

Through the above analysis, it can be found that during the normal operation of the pickup, the interaction between the roller and the track chute would produce a large impact in the local range of the track chute, which would aggravate the wear of the chute, thus impairing picking-up efficiency and service life.

4 Conclusions

1) In this study, the accuracy of the pickup simulation model based on the ADAMS-DEM coupling method was verified, the changing pattern of straw motion was analyzed, which can provide a reference for the performance improvement and structure optimization of pickups in the future.

2) When the pickup was used in cooperation with the rake, the picking loss rate tends to increase gradually as the operating speed and the amount of straw mulch increased.

3) The magnitude and variation pattern of the force between the track chute and the roller were predicted, which may provide a reference basis for subsequent optimization design of track chutes.
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